Circular No-KWS /18-19/003

Date: 24.04.18

Dear Parents,

Greetings from KWS!
It is proud to state that at KWS, we not only nurture the scholastic skill of your child but the co-scholastic skill too.
We always have been appreciated for our initiatives in this regard. KWS is providing the platform to buy the
branded Guitar Instrument on a very nominal price at school campus. Please find the following detail and if
interested, kindly fill the following consent form and return it with the amount mentioned. It is not a compulsion,
it is just the best option suggested by the school.
 KAPS - MODEL – ST-1CM costing Rs 4700/- only With 3 years Warranty, 1 Guitar Bag along with guitar
plectrums.
Kindest regards.
J.K Singh
(Principal)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------CUT HERE-----------------------------------------------------------------CONSENT SLIP
I, ……………………………………..…..Parent(s)/o…………….……………………………of Class & Section…...…
give my consent for my child to purchase the Guitar Instrument. Please accept INR 2500/- (non refundable) as
Guitar price in the form of CASH ________ / CHEQUE _________
Date:_______________
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